COOKIE & PRIVACY POLICY
The conditions as mentioned below apply to every visit and use of the Lason Media website. By
visiting the site, the user declares to to know and agree fully to these terms and conditions.
Personal information
On the Lason Media website no data is kept or processed for further commercial purposes. Only the
data sent via the contact form will be saved for further contact regarding our services. If you do not
want this you can mention this in the form. Under no circumstances will the transmitted data be
passed on or sold to third parties.
According to the law on the processing of personal data, you have the right to inspect your data on
simple request, and to ask to change or delete them completely. If you have questions about the
processing of your data, you can contact the Gegevensbeschermingauthoriteit
(www.gegevensbeschermingsautoriteit.be).
Content & liability
All information on the website (text, image, data, links) is for information purposes only, Lason Media
can not be held responsible in case of errors or inaccuracies, nor can this give entitlement to
financial compensation. The websites we link to do not fall under our responsibility.
Intellectual Property & Copyright
The entire website (text, image, ...) is intellectual property of Lason Media and protected by copyright.
The user is in no way entitled to full or partial display, reproduction or dissemination of website
elements for his own purposes, unless prior written permission by Lason Media.
Use of cookies
The Lason Media website makes very limited use of cookies (small files that are temporarily stored
on your computer and that you can easily remove via the settings of your browser), for the following
reasons:
- remember during 7d that you know and accept the general terms and conditions mentioned here
- collecting (completely anonymous) statistical data regarding searches, origin of visitors, visited
pages, downloads, etc.
Security
Both online and offline, Lason Media focuses on the maximum security of your data. The website is
securely - with security certificate - hosted and protected, to prevent any abuse.
Conditions - adjustments
We reserve the right to change these conditions at any time and without further notification, the
latest online version is always applicable.
Applicable law, competent courts
Belgian law applies to this website. In case of a dispute only the courts of the district R.P.R. Gent are
competent.
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